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Abstract

Encyclopedias, which describe general/technical terms, are valuable language resources (LRs). As with other types of LRs relying on
human introspection and supervision, constructing encyclopedias is quite expensive. To resolve this problem, we automatically produced
a large-scale encyclopedic corpus over the World Wide Web. We first searched the Web for pages containing a term in question. Then
we used linguistic patterns and HTML structures to extract text fragments describing the term. Finally, we organized extracted term
descriptions based on domains. The resultant corpus contains approximately 100,000 terms. We also evaluated the quality of 2,000 test
terms, and found that correct descriptions were obtained for 65% of test terms.

1. Introduction
Encyclopedias, which describe general/technical terms,
are valuable language resources (LRs). As with other types
of LRs relying on human introspection and supervision,
constructing encyclopedias is quite expensive. Additionally, since existing encyclopedias are usually revised every
few years, in many cases users find it difficult to obtain descriptions for new terms and new definitions for existing
terms.
To cope with the above limitation of existing encyclopedias, it is possible to use a search engine over the World
Wide Web as a substitute, expecting that certain Web pages
describe submitted keywords. However, since keywordbased search engines often retrieve a large number of extraneous pages, it is time-consuming to identify pages that
satisfy the users’ information needs.
To resolve these problems, Fujii and Ishikawa (2000;
2001) proposed a method to automatically produce encyclopedias over the Web, in which term descriptions are extracted from Web pages and organized based on domains
and word senses. However, their prototype system has been
applied to a limited number of terms (approximately one
hundred), and needs to be enhanced for real-world applications. Thus, we implemented an operational system, and
produced a large-scale Japanese encyclopedic corpus. This
paper explains our methodology and reports the result of
experiments.

2.
2.1.

System Design

Overview

Figure 1 depicts the overall design of our system, which
generates an encyclopedia for input terms. Our system,
which is currently implemented for Japanese, consists of
three modules: “retrieval”, “extraction” and “organization”.
The first and second authors are also members of CREST,
Japan Science and Technology Corporation.

In Figure 1, terms can be submitted either on-line or
off-line. A reasonable method is that while the system periodically updates the encyclopedia off-line, terms unindexed
in the encyclopedia are dynamically processed in real-time
usage. In either case, our system processes input terms one
by one. We briefly explain each module in the following
three sections, respectively.
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Figure 1: The overall design of our Web-based encyclopedia generation system.
2.2. Retrieval
The retrieval module searches the Web for pages containing an input term, for which we used a software robot
to collect pages over the Japanese (.jp) domain. So far,
we have collected approximately 20,000,000 pages, and the
number of pages is still growing.
To retrieve those pages, we implemented a keywordbased retrieval module. The retrieval module obtains pages
containing a input keywords, and sorts them according to
the relevance score in descending order. For this purpose,
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we compute the “PageRank” score for each page based on
hyperlink information (Brin and Page, 1998), which is used
in “Google”1 .
2.3.

Extraction

In the extraction module, given Web pages containing an input term, newline codes, redundant white spaces,
JavaScript codes, and HTML tags that are not used in the
following processes are discarded so as to standardize the
page format. Second, we approximately identify a region
describing the term in the page, for which two rules are
used.
The first rule is based on Japanese linguistic patterns
typically used for term descriptions, such as “X toha Y
dearu (X is Y)”. Following the method proposed by Fujii and Ishikawa (2000), we semi-automatically produced
20 patterns based on the Japanese CD-ROM World Encyclopedia (Heibonsha, 1998), which includes approximately
80,000 entries related to various fields. It is expected that
a region including the sentence that matched with one of
those patterns can be a term description.
The second rule is based on HTML layout. In a typical case, a term in question is highlighted as a heading
with tags such as <DT>, <B> and <Hx> (“x” denotes a
digit), followed by its description. In some cases, terms are
marked with the anchor <A> tag, providing hyperlinks to
pages where they are described.
Finally, based on the region briefly identified by the
above method, we extract a page fragment as a term description. Since term descriptions usually consist of a logical segment (such as a paragraph) rather than a single sentence, we extract fragments tagged with a certain HTML
tags such as <P>, <LI>, <DIV>, and <DD>.
2.4.

Organization

Organizing information extracted from the Web is crucial in our framework. For this purpose, we classify extracted term descriptions based on word senses and domains.
Although a number of methods have been proposed to
generate word senses (for example, one based on the vector space model (Schütze, 1998)), it is still difficult to accurately identify word senses without explicit dictionaries
that define sense candidates.
Since word senses are often associated with domains (Yarowsky, 1995), word senses can be consequently
distinguished by way of determining the domain of each description. For example, different senses for “pipeline (processing method/transportation pipe)” are associated with
the computer and construction domains (fields), respectively.
To sum up, the organization module classifies term descriptions based on domains, for which we use domain and
description models. In Section 3., we elaborate on our organization model.
1

3. Statistical Organization Model
3.1. Overview
Given one or more (in most cases more than one) descriptions for a single input term, the organization module
selects appropriate description(s) for each domain related
to the term.
We do not need all the extracted descriptions as final
outputs, because they are usually similar to one another,
and thus are redundant.
For the moment, we assume that we know a priori
which domains are related to the input term.
From the viewpoint of probability theory, our task here
is to select descriptions with greater probability for given
domains. The probability for description  given domain
 ,    , is commonly transformed as in Equation (1),
through use of the Bayesian theorem.

  
      

(1)
In Equation (1),     models a probability that  corresponds to domain  .   models a probability that  can

be a description for the term in question, disregarding the
domain. We shall call them domain and description models,
respectively. We regard   as a constant.
To sum up, in principle we select  ’s that are strongly
associated with a specific domain, and are likely to be descriptions themselves.
In practice, we first use Equation (1) to compute  
for all the  ’s predefined in the domain model. Then we
discard such  ’s whose    is below a specific threshold. As a result, for the input term, related domains and
descriptions are simultaneously selected. Thus, we do not
have to know a priori which domains are related to each
term.
In the following two sections, we explain methods to
realize the domain and description models, respectively.
3.2. Domain Model
The domain model quantifies the extent to which description  is associated with domain  , which is fundamentally a categorization task. Among a number of existing
categorization methods, we experimentally used one proposed by Iwayama and Tokunaga (1994), which formulates
    as in Equation (2).



(2)
           
Here,   ,     and    denote probabilities that
word  appears in  ,  and all the domains, respectively.
We regard   as a constant. While   is simply a
relative frequency of  in  , we need predefined domains
to compute   and   . For this purpose, the use of
large-scale corpora annotated with domains is desirable.
However, since those resources are prohibitively expensive, we used the “Nova” dictionary for Japanese/English
machine translation systems2 , which includes approximately one million entries related to 19 technical fields as
listed below:
2

http://www.google.com/
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aeronautics, biotechnology, business, chemistry,
computers, construction, defense, ecology, electricity, energy, finance, law, mathematics, mechanics, medicine, metals, oceanography, plants,
trade.

  

We extracted words from dictionary entries to estimate
and   , which are relative frequencies of  in  and
all the domains, respectively. We used the ChaSen morphological analyzer (Matsumoto et al., 1997) to extract words
from Japanese entries. We also used English entries because Japanese descriptions often contain English words.
It may be argued that statistics extracted from dictionaries are unreliable, because word frequencies in real word
usage are missing. However, words that are representative
for a domain tend to be frequently used in compound word
entries associated with the domain, and thus our method is
a practical approximation.
3.3.

Description Model

The description model quantifies the extent to which a
given page fragment is feasible as a description for the input term. In principle, we decompose the description model
into language and quality properties, as shown in Equation (3).
       
(3)

Here,    and !   denote language and quality models, respectively.
It is expected that the quality model discards incorrect
or misleading information contained in Web pages. For
this purpose, we use as !  the PageRank score for the
source page computed in the retrieval module (see Section 2.2.). In other words, we rate the quality of pages
based on hyperlink information, and selectively retrieves
those with higher quality.
Statistical approaches to language modeling have been
used in much NLP research, such as machine translation (Brown et al., 1993) and speech recognition (Bahl et
al., 1983). Our model is almost the same as existing models, but is different in two respects.
First, while general language models quantify the extent
to which a given word sequence is linguistically acceptable,
our model also quantifies the extent to which the input is acceptable as a term description. Thus, we trained the model
based on an existing machine readable encyclopedia.
We used the ChaSen morphological analyzer to segment the Japanese CD-ROM World Encyclopedia (Heibonsha, 1998) into words (we replaced headwords with
a common symbol), and then used the CMU-Cambridge
toolkit (Clarkson and Rosenfeld, 1997) to model a wordbased trigram.
Consequently, descriptions in which word sequences
are more similar to those in the World Encyclopedia are
assigned greater probability scores through our language
model.
Second,    , which is a product of probabilities for " grams in  , is quite sensitive to the length of  . In the cases
of machine translation and speech recognition, this problem
is less crucial because multiple candidates compared based

on the language model are almost equivalent in terms of
length.
However, since in our case length of descriptions are
significantly different, shorter descriptions are more likely
to be selected, regardless of the quality. To avoid this problem, we normalize    by the number of words contained
in  .

4. Produced Corpus
We collected 169,451 terms in various fields from a
number of sources (e.g., machine-readable dictionaries),
and submitted them to our encyclopedia generation system.
As a result, we produced an encyclopedic corpus including
105,069 terms.
Our corpus is available via a Web browser, in which descriptions for submitted keywords are browsable. Figure 2
shows example descriptions for “deeta-mainingu (data
mining)”. In this figure, the first two paragraphs are associated with the computer domain, and the last paragraph describes “data mining” in the context of the finance domain.
Those descriptions were extracted from different pages.
We evaluated the quality of our resultant corpus, for
which we selected 2,000 technical terms in the computer
domain as a test set. Then, we asked six people to judge
each of the resultant descriptions as to whether or not it is a
correct description for a term in question.
We analyzed the result on a term-by-term basis, because
reading only a couple of descriptions is not crucial. In other
words, we evaluated each term (not description), and in the
case where at least one of the top ten description was correct for a term in question, we judged it correct. The ratio of
correct terms was 64.6%. Since all the test terms were inherently related to the computer domain, we focused solely
on descriptions categorized into the computer domain. In
this case, the ratio of correct terms was 61.2%.

5.

Conclusion

The World Wide Web has been an unprecedentedly
enormous information source, from which a number of language processing methods have been explored to extract,
retrieve and discover various types of information. In this
paper, we described a method to produce large-scale encyclopedic corpora consisting of term descriptions from the
Web.
Given a term for which encyclopedic knowledge (i.e.,
descriptions) is to be generated, our method sequentially
performs a) retrieval of Web pages containing the term, b)
extraction of page fragments describing the term, and c) organizing extracted descriptions based on domains (and consequently word senses). We produced a corpus containing
105,069 terms. We also evaluated the quality of 2,000 test
terms, and found that correct descriptions were obtained for
65% of test terms.
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